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Columbus, Ohio 43210 
We continue the study of the first order properties of real functions 
begun in [FS]. More precisely, we consider sentences of the form 
(VIE 9) q, where .9 is a family of functions (continuous, C ‘, analytic, 
monotone, etc.) from 58 to R or from I= [0, l] to I and rp is a first order 
formula. rp involves the ordering of R, quantification over R, and the unary 
function symbol f: 
Many basic theorems in elementary analysis (e.g., the intermediate value 
theorem and attainment of absolute extrema of continuous functions on I) 
can be formulated in this setting. Moreover, since these theorems treat the 
domain and the range of the functions as separate and incomparable, we 
shall also consider the important special case of separated sentences which 
syntactically reflect this separation of domain and range in the obvious 
way. 
In [FS], we proved the following theorems. 
(i) If cp is 17, or Ci, F is the set of continuous, C’, C”, or analytic 
functions from J to J, J= R or J = [0, l] then the set of true sentences 
(‘vj E 9) cp is decidable. 
(ii) If cp is a separated 17, formula and B is any of the families 
mentioned in (i) then the set of true sentences (VIE S)cp is decidable. 
(iii) If 9 is a family containing all Coo functions then the set (cp ( cp 
separated CA, (VIE F)cp is true} is undecidable. 
(iv) If 9 is the family of strictly monotone continuous functions on 
R then the set of true sentences (VIE P)cp is decidable. 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend these results. In the first 
three sections, we examine the family JZ of monotone functions. We prove 
that if 9 c A? contains the Coo functions with finitely many constant inter- 
vals then the set of true sentences is undecidable; the same conclusion 
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holds if 9 contains the strictly monotone functions with finitely many 
points of discontinuity. On the other hand, the set {‘p 1 cp separated, 
(V’E J%‘)(P is true} is decidable. Moreover, for each fixed n EO, the set of 
sentences true for all monotone increasing functions with at most n inter- 
vals of constancy and at most n points of discontinuity is decidable. 
In Section 4, we give a generalization of (iii). We prove that if 9 is any 
family containing the analytic functions from R to R or the polynomials 
from I= [0, l] to I then the set of true separated C, sentences is 
undecidable even in the more restricted language where comparison in the 
range is limited to = or #. Also, in Sections 3 and 4, we investigate recur- 
sive enumerability of some sets of sentences proven undecidable. 
The reader is not supposed to be familiar with [FS]. 
1. UNDECIDABILITY OF MONOTONE CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
WITH FINITELY MANY CONSTANT INTERVALS AND MONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
WITH FINITELY MANY POINTS OF DISCONTINUITY 
The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let F be the set of monotone continuous functions from 
R to [w with finitely many constant intervals. Then the set of formulae 
{ cp 1 (Vf E 9) cp true > is undecidable. 
ProoJ Let T be a Turing-machine with symbols {a,, a,, . . . . a,} and 
states {qo, ql, . . . . qml (a, is the blank symbol, q,, is the initial state, and q1 
is the halting state). We shall describe a sentence q(T) about elements 
of 9 which is true for some f E 9 if and only if T halts at the empty 
tape input. By the classical results of Turing [Tu], this proves that 
{cp ( (Vf EP-)q true} is undecidable. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An instantaneous tape description (i.t.d.) of T is a 
function f:k,~{ao,al,...,a,}u({a~,al,...,a,}x {qo,ql,...,q,}) for 
some k/Eco, k,> 1 such that f(i)E({a,,a ,,..., a,} x {qO,q ,,..., qm}) for 
exactly one i+z k,. 
Of course, our aim is to use i.t.d.‘s to describe the symbols written on the 
tape of T during the computation. The unique function value (a,, q,) 
indicates the position of the read-write head, and we assume that all tape 
squares which were not assigned values by f contain the blank symbol. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A finite history of T is a tuple (fO, . . . . f,) of i.t.d.‘s such 
that (l)k,=l, fo(0)=(a,,q,), (2)for all l<i</, O<k,-k,-,<I, and 
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(3) for all 1~ i B Z, fj is obtained from fi-, by the program of T (or 
fi=fi-1 if (Uj, 41) occurs in the range of fi _ I for some j). 
A halting history of T is a finite history such that (aj, q,) occurs in the 
range of fi for some j. 
We define subfamilies XI, X2, XX,, X, of 9 as follows. Let 
x1= {fE%\f’ IS monotone increasing, surjective, and (Vx E R) f(x) > x}. 
For f~ XI,, let A(f) be the set of those x such that If-‘(x)1 > 1 and, for 
some y E R, [x, y] is an interval of constancy off and If- ‘( y)l > 1. (An 
interval [x, y] is an interval of constancy if x # y, f is constant on [x, y], 
and for any [x, y] c [u, u], [x, y] # [u, u], fis not constant on [u, 01.) 
Let X2 be the set of those f f X, such that the relation x - y if and only 
if x <f(y) A y <f(x) is an equivalence relation on A(f). Next, let X, be 
the set of those f~ X2 such that the equivalence classes of A(f) under - 
have the following property. Let E,, E,, . . . . E, be these equivalence classes 
from right to left. Then, for all 0 < i < s - 1, either (a) jEil = 1 Ei+ ,( and 
f n(m+1)+2 is a bijection between Ei+, and Ei or (b) \Ei+ll = (EJ + 1 and 
f n(m+‘)+2 is a bijection between E,+,\{min(Ei+,)} and E, or between 
Ei+,\imax(Ei+,)) and Ei. 
For f  ES&, we define p:A(f)Go\{O) as follows. For xeA(f), let 
x0=x, and, for kL 1, xk+r is the least element off -‘(x~). p(x) is the least 
k such that If-‘(xk)l = 1. By the definition of A(f), p(x)>O. 
Finally, let X4 be the set of those f E X3 such that 
p: A(f) --) [l, n(m + l)]. Clearly, X4 is first order definable. For f E X4, 
we can associate an element cli of ({a,, a,, . . . . a,} u ({a,, a,, . . . . a,} x 
h 41 f .**3 qm}))* to each equivalence class E, of A(f) as follows. If 
Ei= {zl <z2< ... <z,) then we take the string whose jth element is the 
P(zj)th element of (a,, al, . . . . a,} u ({a,, ~1, . . . . a,} x (40, 41, . . . . qm}). 
The formula q(T) asserts f E -X, and that (a,,, c(r, . . . . a,) is a halting 
history of T. Here the identification of tape squares between ai and ai+ I is 
provided by f ++ ‘)+ *. 1 
Remark 1.4. With some obvious modifications, the same proof yields 
the following theorem: if 9 is a family of functions from R to R or from 
[0, l] to [0, l] and % contains the increasing C” functions with finitely 
many intervals of constancy then the set of formulae (~1 (‘vf E %)cp true} 
is undecidable. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let % be the set of monotone left-continuous functions 
from [w to [w with finitely many points of discontinuity. Then the set of 
formulae (cp ) (Vf E %) cp true} is undecidable. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let XI be 
the set of fE% with lim,,-, f(x)= -00, lim,,, f(x)=ao, and 
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(VXE R)(f(x) > x). For f E Su;, we define B(f) as the set of those XE R 
such that .Y is a point of discontinuity and there exist points of discon- 
tinuities ~1, 2 such that ,f(z)=x and limu,,+,flu)=~~. (B(f)=A(f+), 
where f + is the monotone continuous extension of the partial function 
obtained by reflecting the graph off on the line y= x.) Jr, is the set of 
those f E X, such that the relation .Y N ?: if and only if x <f(v) A y <f(x) 
is an equivalence relation on B( f ). The rest of the proof is identical to the 
proof of Theorem 1.1. Defining functions on the equivalence classes of B(f) 
for f E X2, for each Turing-machine T we can construct a first-order 
formula stating that some f E X2 codes a halting history of T. 1 
2. DECIDABILITY OF SEPARATED SENTENCES FOR MONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
We recall the definition of separated sentences from [FS]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let q be a quantifier-free formula of the language 
examined throughout this paper. We say that cp is separated if cp satisfies 
the following properties : 
(a) The terms occurring in cp are of the form x, or f(x) for some 
variable x (i.e., the composition off with itself does not occur in cp). 
The variables occurring in rp can be divided into two sets (we shall call 
these sets the set of domain-variables and range-variables, respectively) 
such that 
(b) If the term f(x) occurs in cp, then x is a domain-variable. 
(c) If the subformula f(x) !?2’y occurs in cp, where d E ( <, >, = } is 
a relation-symbol, then y is a range-variable. 
(d) No domain-variable and range-variable are compared with each 
other in q. 
Intuitively, we can imagine that the domain off and the range off are 
two different copies of R, and elements from different copies cannot be 
related to each other. 
We say that a prenex sentence cp is separated if the quantifier-free part 
of cp is separated. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let J& be the family of monotone functions. Then the set 
of true separable sentences of the form (tlf E A?) p is decidable. 
As in [FS], where we proved the decidability of true non-separated 
sentences for the family of strictly monotone continuous functions, we 
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reduce the problem to the decidability of the universal monadic theory of 
R and apply the following theorem of Burgess and Gurevich [BG]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Fix n E o and let ~0 be the set of all first order sentences 
true in all (R, < , A,, . . . . A,), where A,, . . . . A, E R. Then @ is decidable. 
More precisely, we need a slight extension of Theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.4. Fix n, m E o and let @ be the set of all first order senten- 
ces true in all (R, <, A,, . . . . A,,, B,, . . . . B,), where Al, . . . . A,,, B,, . . . . B, E IR 
and each Bi is countable. Then @ is decidable. 
Proof. Let EO c R be a nowhere dense, unbounded above, unbounded 
below, and perfect set of reals. We denote the left endpoints of the intervals 
in R\E,, by El, and the right endpoints of these intervals by EZ. Clearly, 
E, = Eo\E, has order type R. 
Since E, and E, can be defined by a first order sentence, @ is the same 
as the set of true sentences in all (E3, <, A,, . . . . A,, B1, ..,, B,), where each 
Ai E B, and each Bi c E,. However, this latter set of sentences is recursive 
by Theorem 2.3. 1 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.2. Let us first consider the set A& 
of monotone increasing functions f with lim,, --rxi f(x) = --oo and 
lim, -+ cc f(x) = CO. For each fE&&, let B(f)=B,(f)uB,(f)uB,(f) be 
the set of discontinuities of f: x E B,(f) if f is right-continuous at x; 
x E B,(f) if f is left-continuous at x; x E B,(f) if f is not left- or right- 
continuous at x. Moreover, let A(f) be the union of open intervals where 
f is constant. 
DEFINITION 2.5. f, ge J’& are weakly isomorphic if there are order 
preserving homeomorphisms h,, h2 of R such that h, fh, = g. 
LEMMA 2.6. There is a sentence (p, such that for all A, B,, B,, B2 G R, 
Bi countable, (R, <, A, B,, B,, B,) b ‘pl if and only if A = A(f ), 
B, = B,( f ), B, = B,( f ), and B, = B2( f) for some f E J&. Furthermore, any 
two such f are weakly isomorphic, and hence the same separated sentences 
are true in (R, < , f) and (R, < , f ‘). 
Proof A, B,, B,, B, E R, Bi countable are the union of constant inter- 
vals and sets of points of discontinuity respectively as described ‘above if 
and only if (a) A is open, (b) A, B,, B,, B, are pairwise disjoint, and (c)if 
a<b<c and (a,b)cA, (b,c)cA, 6$A then bEBOuB1uBz. Clearly, 
these properties are first order definable. 1 
We state the following lemma informally. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Let ([w, <, A, B,, B,, B,) k ‘p, . Then we can build a 
structure in a first order way, from (Iw, <, A, B,, B,, B,) containing two sets, 
D, R, order isomorphic to [w and a function g: D -+ R which is weakly 
isomorphic to some f~ Jz’~, with A = A(f), B, = B,,(f), B, = B,(f), and 
B, = B3(f ). Furthermore, this procedure is independent of A, B,, B, , Bz. 
Proof InthecaseA=B,=B,=Bz=@wedefineD=R=IWandgas 
the identity function. Then g is weakly isomorphic to all f~ J’z’* with no 
discontinuities and no intervals of constancy. 
In the general case, we have to “paste” intervals into the range of the 
identity function at the points of discontinuity (i.e., at the elements of Bi) 
and “cut out” those intervals from the range where the function is constant 
(i.e., at A). More precisely, fix ([w, <, A, B,, B,, B2) k cp, and let 
B = B, u B, u BZ. We define D, R, g as follows. Let D = [w. Let C be the set 
of right endpoints of intervals in A. R consists of (1) IW\(A u Bu C); 
(2) B\C; (3) all (b, y) such that b E B and YE aB, y < b; (4) all (b, b, 6) such 
that be B; (5) all (6, b) such that bc B,; and (6) all (6, b, y) such that 
b E B, and y E [w, y < b. The linear ordering on D is the usual ordering of 
[w and R is ordered lexicographically (if a tuple x, is a proper initial 
subsequence of a tuple xz then x1 <x1), 
The function g: D -+ R is given by (1) g(x) =x for XE IW\(A u B u C); 
(2) g(x) = (x, x, x) if x E B,; (3) g(x) = x if x E B,\C; (4) g(x) = (x, x) if 
XE B?. If XE (A u C)\(B, u B,) then let y; be the left endpoint of the 
constant interval containing x. (5) If y, E B then let g(x) = (y,, y,, y*); 
(6) if y, 4 B then let g(x) = yY. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. For each separated sentence rp there is a sentence (p* 
such that the following holds. If f E -MX then (II?, <, f) b cp zf and only if 
(Iw, <, A(f), B,(f), B,(f), B,(f)) + (p*. Furthermore, q* can be obtained 
effectively from cp. i 
LEMMA 2.9. For each separated sentence cp there is a sentence cp + 
such that the following are equivalent: (a) (Vf E ~K~)cp, (b) for all 
A, B,, B, , B,, B, countable, (Iw, < , A, B,, B, , B,) b (p +. Furthermore, cp + 
can be effectivelVy obtained from cp. 
Proof We claim that the following are equivalent: (i) for all 
f E -Hz ) (Iw, i, f) b cp, (ii) for all A, B,, B,, B,, Bi countable, if 
(R <, A, Bo, B,, &I k p1 then (R <, A, &, B,, 4) k cp*. 
To see (i)- (ii), let (i) hold and (Iw, <, A, B,, B,, B,) + ‘pl. By 
Lemma 2.6, there exists f E J& with A = A(f), B, = B,,(f), B, = B,(f ), and 
B, = B,(f). By Corollary 2.8, (Iw, <, A, B,, B,, B,) + (p*. 
To see (ii) --f (i), let (ii) and f E-&,,,. Then (Iw, <, A(f), B,(f), B,(f), 
B2(f )) k cp*, and SJ 0% <, f) k q. I 
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THEOREM 2.10. The set of true separated sentences (Vf EAm)cp is 
decidable. 
Proof: From Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 2.4. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof for the set of increasing functions 
bounded from above or from below is almost identical to the proof of 
Theorem 2.10. For example, when we consider the set of functions bounded 
from above, the only difference occurs in Lemma 2.7. We define D, R, g as 
in the proof of Lemma 2.7. After that, if A contains the open half-line 
(x, co) for some x E R then we attach a copy of R to R. The elements of 
this copy of [w are ordered according to the inherited ordering from R and 
they are greater than all previously defined elements of R. If A does not 
contain an open half-line then we attach a copy of a closed half-line to R. 
The functions bounded from below are handled similarly. Finally, we 
observe that a separated formula q is true in all (R, <, f;), f monotone 
decreasing if and only if cp, is true in all monotone increasing functions, 
where cpr is obtained from q~ by reversing the ordering of the range- 
variables. 1 
3. DECIDABILITY OF MONOTONE INCREASING FUNCTIONS 
WITH A FIXED NUMBER OF INTERVALS OF CONSTANCY 
AND A FIXED NUMBER OF POINTS OF DISCONTINUITY 
Let Fj, be the set of monotone functions from Z= [0, l] to I with 
f(0) = 0, f (1) = 1, and with at most n intervals of constancy and at most n 
points of discontinuity. The main purpose of this section is to prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. The set of sentences { cp 1 (Vf E F”)cp true} is decidable. 
Similarly to the argument in the previous section, we reduce the 
decidability problem to the decidability of the universal monadic theory of 
R (cf. Theorem 2.3). Let us remark here that the restriction f(0) =O, 
f( 1) = 1 is not significant; an analogous theorem (with analogous proof) 
holds for the family of monotone increasing functions from R to R or from 
Z to Z with at most n intervals of constancy and points of discontinuity. 
However, for these families of functions, we have to distinguish several 
cases according to the range off. For example, for functions form R to R, 
we have to consider the cases sup(f) = co; sup(f) = K < co and f(x) = K 
for some x; sup(f) = K < co and f(x) < K for all x. In order to avoid 
these straightforward but cumbersome considerations, we restrict our 
attention to Fn. The proof follows the same outline as the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
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ForfEFn,, we define F(f)= {y(limX,).- f(x)<~ A lim,,,.+ fan}. 
The sets Q,(f), 1 <i< 6, consist of certain left endpoints of the com- 
plementary intervals of F(f). Qr(f) consists of the left endpoints of those 
intervals where f(x) > x and Qz(f) consists of the left endpoints of those 
intervals where f(x) < x. The left endpoint of the interval (a, b) is in Q3(f) 
if f is constant on [z, 6) for some z E (a, b) and the left endpoint of the 
interval (a, b) is in Q4(f) if f is constant on (a, z] for some ZE (a, b). 
Finally, the left endpoint of (a, h) is in QJf) if lim,,.+ f(x) > a and it is 
in Qh(f) if lim, _ b- f(x) < 6. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a sentence cp, such that for all F, Ql, Q,, Q3, 
Qa Q,, Q~ECO, 11, (CO, 11, ~36 Q,, Q2, Qx, Q4, Qs, Qs) kcp, if and 
onlyifF=F(f), Qi=Qi(f), l,<i<6,forsomef~P~. 1 
In order to illustrate the main idea of the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us 
first consider a function f with no discontinuities and such that no fixed 
point of f is in any (closed) interval of constancy. In particular, 
WI= :Af(d= YI and Q3(f)=Q4(f)=Q5(f)=Q6(f)=@. We 
should like to give a one-dimensional encoding of f, i.e., give some 
subsets of [0, 1] such that a function weakly isomorphic to f can be 
defined from these subsets in a first order way. Suppose that x E Ql(f) 
and let (.u, v) be a complementary interval of F(f ). For an arbitrary 
CE(X,V), lim,,, f“(c)=y and lim,,, fpk(c)=x. Moreover, f maps 
Cfk(cL f"+'(c)1 on Cfk+’ (c), fk"(c)]. Hence we can code points of the 
interval (x, y) by pairs (x, k) and triples (x, k, z), k E Z, z E 58, and f by the 
mapping (x, k, z) +-P (x, k + 1, z). However, if (x, y) contains an interval of 
constancy with endpoints corresponding to, say, the triples (x, k, z,) and 
(x, k, z?) then the images of all triples (x, k, z,), z, dz3 <z2, are the same; 
hence all triples (x, k*, z~), for fixed k* > k and z, < z3 d z?, must be equal. 
Thus (x, y) is coded by certain equivalence classes of the (x, k, z)‘s. The 
encoding of the intervals of constancy can be given by at most n 6-tuples, 
each 6-tuple consisting of the x, k, z coordinates of the left and right 
endpoints of an interval. Each 6-tuple must satisfy two simple properties: 
(1) the first and fourth coordinates (i.e., the x-values of the left and right 
endpoints of the interval) are equal and (2) no (x, k, z) and (x, k + 1, z) can 
be between (in the natural lexicographic ordering) the left and right 
endpoint (since no interval of constancy can contain u and f(u) for any 
24 E (-5 Y)). 
The connection between different 6-tuples gives two further properties. 
The first one is that (3) the intervals determined by the 6-tuples are 
pairwise disjoint. The second one is related to the fact that the (iterated) 
f-image of an interval of constancy consists of a single point. The f-image 
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corresponds to the translation of the 6-tuple (by increasing the value of the 
k-coordinate). Hence the last property is (4) if a translation Ji intersects an 
interval J, determined by another 6-tuple then J, is a proper subset of J,. 
Conversely; it is easy to see that if a set of 6-tuples satisfies (l)-(4) then 
they can be used to define a function weakly isomorphic to some f with no 
discontinuities and no fixed points appearing in any interval of constancy. 
Considering the general case, we use the same basic idea as above. 
However, we have to distinguish several cases according to whether an 
interval of constancy contains an element of F(f ), whether we have a jump 
at an element of F(f ), etc. Finally, we have to establish the connection 
between intervals of constancy and the intervals left out from the range of 
f as well. The formulae (3.1 t( 3.19) accomplish these tasks. Formulae (3.1) 
and (3.2) state that the intervals of constancy are coded by 6-tuples. In the 
case x E Q, or x E Qs, we choose c as the right-sided limit at x or the left- 
sided limit at y, respectively, and so k is an element of o or --o. If 
XE Q3 u Q4 then x or y itself is an endpoint of an interval of constancy; 
(3.3) and (3.4) describe the endpoints of these special intervals. The 
property that no interval of constancy can contain u and f(u) for any 
u E (x, y j is described in (3.5). Formula (3.6) states that the number of 
intervals of constancy is <n (if a fixed point u off is an inner point of some 
interval of constancy then we split this interval at u). 
The properties of points of discontinuities can be described similarly. 
Each point of discontinuity is described by nine numbers, namely the 
x, k, z values of the one-sided limits and the function value. For- 
mulae (3.7 )-( 3.12) are similar to (3.1)-( 3.6) ; essentially, they are obtained 
by changing the role of domain and range. The additional property (3.13) 
states that we have only one function value at y’s with lim,,,- f(x) -c y < 
lim,,,+ f(x). (The jumps at these points are split.) 
Moreover, (3.14k(3.19) give the relations among different intervals of 
constancy and points of discontinuity. Formula (3.14) states that the inter- 
vals of constancy are disjoint. The property that translates of intervals of 
constancy are either disjoint to or completely contained in other intervals 
of constancy is described in (3.15). The corresponding relations for values 
of jumps are given in (3.16) and (3.17); finally, (3.18) and (3.19) give the 
connection between the values of jumps and the intervals of constancy. 
More precisely, suppose that (CO, 11, <, f', Ql, QI, Q,, Q4, Q5, Qd 
k ‘pI and let A,, A i, A, c [0, l] have order types Z, o, -0, respectively. 
We denote the immediate successor of ke A, by k+ and the immediate 
predecessor of k by k-; the two smallest elements of A, (largest elements 
of A,) are O,, and lAi. If x is the left endpoint of a complementary interval 
of F then the right endpoint of this interval is denoted by yX. Let qp2 be a 
sentence describing the following properties (3.1)-(3.19) of sets Rj c [0, 11, 
1 <j< 12n, Tic [0, 11, 1 G j< 18n: 
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(3.1) iR,j <l for all 16j~12n; if Reip5=@ then R,=@ for 
6i-5<j<6i. 
(3.2) For all 6 ks4Q,~Q2), R6~--2~(QIuQ2u(~.,lx~Q~,), 
and R,i-3, &c(O, 1). If R~~~~C(Q~UQ,)\(Q,UQ~) then G-4, 
Reip,cAo; if R,,_,cQ5 then R6r~.4r Reip,cA,; if Rbie5cQb then 
R 61-4, R6i- 1 cA2. 
(3.3) (VxEQ,)(3!i,)(&,,-, = (x) A &ii,_, = {y.y) A R,,,-, = 
Rei.? = 0). Moreover, if x E Q6 then either R6,r -4 = 1 ,42 and R,+ 3 = @ or 
R 6r,p4 =OAZ and R 6,,-3#0 or R6i,-~=R~i,-~=@~ If x$Q~ then 
R,i,-,Z 0. 
(3.4) (VXE Q4)(3!i.y)(R6r,- 5 = {x} A R6i, -4 = R6r,--3 = 0). Moreover, if 
XEQS then either R6,, ~ z = {x ), Rhi, ~ , = 1 *,, and Rcir= 0 or 
R .sr,-2= f-x>, &jr-, =OA,, and R,,, # @ or R6ivp z = { .yyj, and R,,, ~, = 
R6i,= 0. If x$ QS then R6,,-l = (xj and R6,,-, # 0. 
(3.5) If Rerp5 = ix:, ifi, then R6ipl= (x] and Reip4= {k}#@. If 
Rhip3=(ZI then R,,-,= (kj and &#@I; if R6,--)= [NJ> then either 
R6;-,=jk} and R6i={w*) for some w*>M’ or RGipl={k+) and 
R6,=jw*~forsomeu~*<worR,i~,={k+}andR,,=@. 
(3.6) I~ilR6,--5#IZj}l-I(~ly=y~ for SOme XE&\Qe, YEQ,\Q,)I 
< n. 
(3.7) IT”\ <l for all 1 djG18n; if Tsips=@ then T,=@ for 
9i-S<j<Si. 
(3.8) For all i, Tvipa c (Q1 U QzL T9i -52 T9r -2 c (Q1 U Q2 U 
/;,~~.Qc,)J. and T9,-6,T9;-,,T9ic(O,l).IfT9,-,c(Q,uQz)\(QsuQ6) 
9re 7, T 9re41 Tg,-1 CA,; if TY,+~cQ~ then Tgi-.T, T9im.4, T9,- 1 CA,; 
if T,;-* c Q6 then Tqi-,, Tgrm4, T,,_, c A,. 
(3.9) (v.~EQ6)(~!ir)(Tsi~:_* = {x} A T+, = I,? A Tgi,-6 = 0 A 
- {Y,) A T,i,-, = Tgi,-.3 = 0 A ((T9,,-> = T9i,-, = T9iy = 
;;-i ;T+,= {x) A T,, _ I = o/t, * TR~#@) ” (Tgi,-z = (~1 A 
T,i., - 1 = 1.42 A T9<,=1Zi) ’ (T9,r-2=j~.x} A R9ir-I = T,,=(ZI))). 
(3.10) (vxEQ,)(3!i,)(T9,,-, = {x} A T9,,--7 = Tgi,-, = 0 A Tpi,-, 
= (7~) A T9i,-, = 1.4, A T9zrm, = 0 A ((T9,rp, = Tgi,-i = Tg,, = 
0) v CT,,,-, = (-4 A T9,-, = O,, A T9<,#0) ” (T9,,-, = {x’, A 
Tgt,-~ = 1~1 A T9, = 0) ” (T9i,-2 = {X> A T9j,-I = T9zr==/21))). 
(3.11) If Ts,-s = {x}, i#i, then Tgi-, = T,;-, = {x} and T9,-, = 
{k) + 0. If T9i-6 = 0 then T9i-4 
T,,=O or T,,= {w’} with w’<w. 
=IfTg-l === i”\ y$T’il;e:,=o~~}offt;; 
following six cases occurs: (1) T9i4=yk;, T9y: 3= {NV*>, Tgi-,= (kl, 
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Tsi={w’}, w<w’<w*, w<w*; (2) Tgi-a= {k+}, Tgi-3=0, Tgi-l= 
{k}, Tvj= {w’}, wqw’, (3) T9;-4={k+}, Tgi-3=0, Tgi-l={k+}, 
Tgi=Ql; (4) Tgi-d= {k+}y Tg;-s= {w*}y Tg;-I= {k}, Tg;= {w’}, 
w*<w<wt; (5) Tvi-4~ {k+}, Tgi-3~ {W*}y Tgi-l= {k+}y TV;=@, 
w>w*; (6) Tg;-A=(k+}, Tp;P,={w*}y TV;-,={k+}y Tgi={W’}y 
w’ < w* < w. 
(3.12) I(ilT,;_,#0})I-J{y(y=Y, for SOme xEQ6, YEQSII dn. 
(3.13) If XEQ~ and x=yz for some ZEQ~ then either Ti,-*= TiI-z= 
{x} and T,-,=Tix=Tiz~I=Tiz=@ or exactly one of T;x-,y T;:-z is 
non-empty. 
Let the set S consist of (1) the elements of F; (2) all pairs with first coor- 
dinate from (Q, u Q2)\(Q5 u Qs) and second coordinate from A,; (3) all 
triples with first coordinate from (Q, u Q*)\( Q5 u Qs), second coordinate 
from A,, and third coordinate from (0, 1); (4) all pairs with first coor- 
dinate from Q5 and second coordinate from A,\(O,,}; (5) all triples with 
first coordinate from Q5, second coordinate from Al, and third coordinate 
from (0, 1); (6) all pairs with first coordinate from Q6 and second coor- 
dinate from A,\(O,,} ; and (7) all triples with first coordinate from Qs, 
second coordinate from A,, and third coordinate from (0, 1). We order S 
lexicographically (if a tuple x, is a proper initial segment of x2 then 
x1 cs x2). For each i such that Rgi- 5 # @ let Ji be the interval in S with 
left endpoint determined by Rhie5, Rhi- 4, Rgi- 3 and right endpoint deter- 
mined by Rai-2, Rhi-1, RGi. Similarly, for each i such that Tgie8 # 0 let 
Ki be the interval in S with left endpoint determined by Tgie8, T+,, 
Tgi- 6 and right endpoint determined by Tgi- 5, T+ 4, Tgi- 3. 
For RgiP =, = {x), x E Q, , we define the upward translates of Ji as follows. 
If Reie4 = RGi- r = {k} then the upward translates of Ji are the intervals 
with left endpoint determined by Rhi- 5, {IY~}, Rhi- 3 and right endpoint 
determined by Rhie2, {m}, Rgi for some m>k, mEAj, (j=O or 1.) If 
R,;-, = {k}, RgiP i = {k+ } then the upward translates of Ji are the inter- 
vals with left endpoint determined by Rgi- 5, (ml, R6;- 3 and right 
endpoint determined by Reie2, (m+ }, Rei for some m > k, m E Aj. If 
XEQ~, i=i,, and R6i--4 = {k) then the upward translates of Ji are the 
intervals with left endpoint determined by R,;- *, {m}, R,;- 3 and right 
endpoint determined by Rgi- 2, Rh;- , , Rgi for some m > k, m E Aj. Finally, 
is XEQ~~Q~, i=i,, and R,,- 4 = 0 then the upward translates of Ji are 
the intervals with left endpoint determined by R,+ 5, {m}, Rcie3 and right 
endpoint determined by R6i--2, Rsi_,, RGi for some m~A1\(OA,}. We 
denote the translates of Ji (in their natural ordering) by Ji’), Ji”, . . . . An 
upward translate J!j) of Ji is killed if there exist i’, j’ such that j’ <j and 
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Ji”‘c Ki.. If ReiP5 = (x}, XE Qz then we define the downward translates 
and killed downward translates of Ji similarly. 
For T9,-s= {x), XEQ~, we define the downward translates of Ki and for 
T+ 8 = (x}, x E Q2, we define the upward translates of Ki. (Notice that the 
direction of translation is opposite for the intervals of constancy and for 
the jumps.) A (downward or upward) translate K]” of Ki is killed if there 
exist i’, j’ such that j’< j and Kf”‘& Ji,. 
‘pz also asserts that 
(3.14) For all i#i’, JinJi,=@. 
(3.15) If J:.” is a not killed (downward or upward) translate of Jj and 
Jii’ n J,, # 0 then Ji” c Ji, and JtJ’ #J,,. 
(3.16) For all i#i’, K,nKi,=O. 
(3.17) If Kjj’ is a not killed (downward or upward) translate of K, and 
K]j’ n K,, # @ then K:.j’ c K,, and Ki.j’ # Kir. 
(3.18) If Jf” is a not killed (downward or upward) translate of Ji and 
Jjj’n K,. #O then either there exist i”, j” such that J’j’ E Ji!:“‘= Ki, and 
j” 22 or there exists i” such that J~“G Ji!’ and lJj!‘n’K,.J = 1. 
(3.19) If Kfj’ is a not killed (downward or upward) translate of K, and 
K)” n Ji. # @ then either there exist i”, j” such that Kjj’ E K$“’ = J,. and 
j”a2 or there exists i” such that Kij’~Kj!’ and IKi!‘nJ,.l = 1. 
We state the following lemma informally. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (CO, 11, <, 6 Q,, . . . . Q6, A,,, A,, A,, R,, . . . . RI*,, 
T,, . . . . Tls,,) b (ql A q2). Then ule can build a structure in a first order waq 
from (CO, 11, <, F, Q,, . . . . Q6, 4, A,, A,, R,, . . . . R12,,, T,, . . . . T,,,) con- 
taining a set E and a function on E weakly isomorphic to some f E 9n with 
F= F( f ), Q, = Q, (f ), . . . . Q6 = Q6( f ). Furthermore, this procedure is 
independent of F, PI, . . . . Q6, A,, A,, A,, R,, . . . . Rlz,, T,, . . . . T,*,,. 
Conversely, for each f E FH there exist R,, . . . . Rlz,, T,, . . . . T,8n such that 
the structure built from Of 1, Q,(f ), . . . . es(f), AO, A,, A,, R,, . . . . R,Z,,, 
T I, . . . . T18” is isomorphic to ([0, 11, <, f ). 
Proof: Fix (CO, 11, <, E Q,, . . . . Q6, A,, A,, A,, R,, . . . . R12,,, 
T,, . . . . T,,,) k (q, A (p2). We define a set E and a function g: E-t E as 
follows. The elements of E are equivalence classes of S; each equivalence 
class is a closed interval in S or consists of a single element of S. If 
x~Q,uQ~andx,,x,~Swithxb~x~<~x~~~~~~thenletx,-x~ifand 
only if either (1) x E Q, and xi, x2 are elements of some not killed upward 
translate of Ji for some i with RGiP 5 = {x} or x,, x2 are elements of some 
not killed downward translate of K, for some i with Tgie8 = {,x} or 
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(2)x~Q~ and x1, x2 are elements of some not killed downward translate 
of Ji for some i with R,-,= {x} or xi, x2 are elements of some not killed 
upward translate of Ki for some i with Tgi- 8 = (xl. The equivalence relation 
defining E is the transitive closure of *. (In fact, the only effect of the 
closure operation is to take the union of two intervals containing some 
XE Q4\Qs, where x= yZ for some ZE Q3\Q6.) For XE S, we denote the 
equivalence class of x by [xl. 
gisdefinedasfollows.If(l)x~F\(Q,u {YZIzEQ6})theng([x])= [xl; 
if (21x~Q5 then dCxl)= C(U Tgi,-zv U Tg,-,, U TgJl; if (~)x=Y,, 
ZEQC then g(lIxl)= C(U Ts;:-z, U Tgiz-l, U T~jJl; if (4)x=(x,k), 
XEQ~, keA,, and (x,k+)$Kj for any j then g([x])=[(x,k+)] and 
gtCxl)=C(U TpJ-z, U Tgj-1, U Tq)l if (X,k+)EeKj; if (~)x=(x,~w), 
XEQ,, keAi, WE(O, l), and (x,/c+, w)$K, for any j then g([x])= 
[(X, k+, w)I and g(CXI)= C(U Tgj-1, U Tgj-1, U Tgj)l if (4 k+, W)EKj; 
if (6)x=(x,k), XEQ~, kcAi, and (x,k-)$Kj for anyj then g([x])= 
C(X, k-)1 and dCxl)= C(U Tgj-2, U Tgj-1, U Tgj)l if (x, k-)EKj; if 
(7)x=(x,k,w),xEQ,,kEA,,~E(O,l),and(x,k-,w)~K~foranyjthen 
dCx1) = C(X, k-9 w)l and g(Cxl) = C(U Tgj--2, U Tgj-1, U rgj)l if 
(x, k-, w) E Kj. It is easy to check that the definition of g is compatible 
with the equivalence relation and g codes some j’~ 9”. 
Conversely, given f~ Pa, let us pick c, E (x, y,) from each complemen- 
tary interval of F(f) such that f(c,) # y, (for x E Q3\Q5) andf(c,) # x (for 
XE Q4\Q6). For XE Q,, pick c, = lim,,,+ f(z); for XE Q6, pick c,= 
lim, +Y, f(z). Coding the images and inverse images of c, by the pairs 
(x, k), k E Ai, a straightforward but tedious argument shows that there 
exist R,, . . . . R12,,, T,, . . . . TIgn such that the structure obtained from F(f), 
Ql<f), . . . . Qdf), &, Al, A,, RI, . . . . RI,, T,, . . . . Tlsn is isomorphic to 
(L-0~11~ <Yf). I 
COROLLARY 3.4. For each sentence cp there is a sentence cp* such that the 
following holds. Zff~p,, then (CO, 11, <,f) j= cp ifand only if([O, 11, <, 
F(f), Ql(f), . . . . Q,(f), &, A,, AZ, RI, . . . . RIZ,,, TIT . . . . Td I= p* for SOme 
A,, A,, A, of type Z, w, -co, respectively, and R,, . . . . R,2n, T,, . . . . T18,, 
satisfying (p2. Furthermore, cp* can be effectively obtained from rp. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. For each sentence cp there is a sentence (p+ such that the 
following are equivalent: (a) (V’e%)cp, (b) for all F, Q,, . . . . Q6, 
A,, A,, A,, R,, . . . . Rnn, T,, . . . . Tmzs CO, 11, (CO, 11, <, F, Q,, . . . . Q,, 
Ao, A,, A,, R,, . . . . R12,,, T,, . . . . T,,,) k-rp’. Furthermore, cp+ can be effec- 
tively obtained from cp. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.9. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. From Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 2.3. (Let us 
remark that Theorem 2.3 implies the decidability of the universal monadic 
theory of (CO, I], <, A,, . . . . A,), A,s [0, 11.) 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let 9 he the set of monotone increasing functions from 
R to R or from I = [0, 1 ] to I with finitely many intervals of constancy and 
finitely many points of discontinuity and let @ be the set offormulae cp such 
that (Vf E 9) cp is true. Then @ is co-recursively enumerable. 
Proof: By the proof of Theorem 2.3 (cf. [BG]) and Theorem 3.1, the 
set of pairs {(n,cp)I(3fEPn)cptrue} is decidable. Therefore (cpI(3f~F)cp 
true} is recursively enumerable and @ is co-recursively enumerable. 1 
4. UNDECIDABILITY OF SEPARATED SENTENCES 
The purpose of this section is to prove the undecidability of true 
separated C, sentences even in the weaker language where the ordering of 
range-variables is not allowed. 9’ can be any family of functions from R to 
R containing the analytic functions or from I= [0, l] to I containing the 
polynomials. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A separated formula cp is weak if no subformula of the 
form f(x) < y, y <f(x), or y < z ( y, z range-variables) occurs in cp. 
Let us note that equality and non-equality of range-variables can be 
described by weak formulae. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 9 be a family offunctions from R to R containing the 
analytic functions or from I= [0, l] to I containing the polynomials. Then 
the set of true sentences (Vf E F)cp, where cp is weak and Z4, is undecidable. 
In the proof, we use the same basic idea as in [FS], where we proved 
a similar statement about separated C, sentences and families containing 
the C” functions. We shall interpret the first order theory 5 of irreflexive 
symmetric binary relations into the set of weak sentences and apply the 
following result of Gurevich [Gu]. 
THEOREM 4.3. The set of C, sentences true in all models of F and the set 
of Cz sentences not true in all finite models of F are recursively inseparable 
(in fact, effectively inseparable). 
Also, we need results about piecewise monotone interpolation with 
polynomials and with analytic functions. In the case of polynomials, we 
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appeal to a theorem of Young [Yo]; the analogous statement for analytic 
functions, based on a theorem of Carleman [Cal, was proven in [FS, 
Theorem 2.71. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that x,, < x1 < . . . < x, and yipI # yj, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Then there exists a polynomial P such that P(x,)= yj, 
i=O, 1, . . . . n, and P is monotone in each of the intervals [xipl, xi], 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that xO<x,< ... <x,, x0= -00, x,= +cq 
and yipI # y;, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Then for each E >O there exists an analytic 
function F such that F(xi) = y;, i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, Ilim,, _ a, f(x) - yol <E, 
Ilim, + m f(x) - y,( <E, and F is monotone in each of the intervals 
[xi_ 1, xi], i= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Let B be any family of functions from [w to R or from g= [0, l] to I. 
For each f E 9, we define a simple graph G, = (V,, E,) as follows. (A 
graph is simple if it does not contain loops and multiple edges.) Let V(f, x) 
and E’( f, x, y) be weak Z, formulae with only the free variables shown: 
A (a4 < a5 < a6) * (a2 # a5) 
* (f(al)=f(a3)) A (f(a4)=f(a6)) A (f(a2)=f(a5)=X) 
A (a, <a7<a2+f(a7)#x) A (a2<a7<a3 +f(a7)#x) 
A (a4<a7<a5*f(a7)#x) A (a5<a7<a6+f(a7)#x) 
A tal < a7 < a8 < a2 +fca7) #f(a8)) 
A (a2 < a7 < a8 < a3 +f(a7) #f(a8)) 
A (a4 < a7 < a8 < a5 +f(a7) #f (a8)) 
* (a,<a7<a5<a6~f(a7)Zf(a,)); 
E'(f, x3 y) = 3al, a2, a3, a4, a5y a6 va7y aB(x # y) 
/\ (a, < a2 < a3 < a4 <as < a6) 
A (f(al)=f(a,)=f(a,)=X) A (f(a2)=f(a4)=f(a6)=y) 
A (a,<a7<a2+f(a7)#x, y) A (a2<a7<a3-+f(a7)Zx, Y) 
A (a3 <a7<a4 -+f(a7) +x, Y) A (a4 <a7 <a5 -+f(a7) Zx, Y) 
A (%<a7<a6+f(a7)fxY y) 
* (al<a7<a8~a2+f(a7)~f(a8)) 
607/79/l-2 
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Let E(L X, y) E E’(f, X, y) v E’(f, y, x). The vertices of Gf = (V,, IZ/) are 
the range-values x satisfying V(f, X) and (x, y} E E/ if and only if X, y 
satisfy E(f, x, y). Finally, let C!YF = {G,lf~ S}. 
LEMMA 4.6. If 9 contains the analytic functions from R to R or the 
polynomials from I= [0, 11 to I then 3” contains all finite simple graphs. 
Prooj For continuous functionsf, V(f, x) asserts that x is a strict local 
extreme value at two different local extreme points and f is monotone in a 
left-neighborhood and in a right-neighborhood of these points. Similarly, 
for continuousf, E’(f, x, y) asserts that there exist six points of the domain 
of f, u,<u,<u,<u,<u,<u,, such that f(u,) = f(u3) = f(u,) = x, 
f(a2)=f(“4) =f(“6) = Y>  u23 u3, u4, u5 are strict local extreme points, and 
f is monotone on [ai-, , ai], 2 < i Q 6. By Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, it is easy 
to see that for each symmetric irreflexive W in x n, n E o, there exists a 
suitable analytic (or polynomial) f such that Ef = B. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Using the formulae V(f, x) and E(f, x, y), the 
first order theory .Y of irreflexive symmetric binary relations can be inter- 
preted into the set of weak sentences. .Z,, sentences will be interpreted as 
C,,+? sentences (n > 1) since E(f, x, y) is Z, (in fact, it is enough that 
EM x, Y) is A,). 
Let 9 be any family of functions satisfying the condition of Theorem 4.2. 
If the set of true weak C, sentences were decidable so would be the set of 
Z, sentences true in c$; by Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.3, we obtain a 
contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 4.7. Let 9 be the set of polynomials from R to R or from 
I = [ 0, 1 ] to I and let @ be the set of sentences cp such that (Vf e 9) cp is true. 
Then CD is co-recursively enumerable. 
ProoJ: Let Pn be the set of polynomials of degree dn. Then the set of 
pairs {(n, rp) ) (3f E Pn’,)q true) is decidable since, introducing new existen- 
sionally quantified variables for the coefftcients of f, (3f E Pn)cp can be 
effectively translated to a sentence in (R, 0, 1, +, ., d ). Hence the result 
follows from Tarski’s result on the decidability of real closed fields [Ta]. 
(‘p ) (3l~ 9’)~ true} is recursively enumerable an @ is co-recursively 
enumerable. 1 
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